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Multiculturalism is described as the existence, acceptance, or promotion of multiple 

cultural traditions within a single jurisdiction in our case the Wood Buffalo Region. Having 

just recently attended this year’s “The World Meets in Wood Buffalo” it was made evident 

that cultures from  all over the world indeed settle in and make Wood Buffalo their home. The 

entertainment for the evening was first class and the involvement of children and parents will 

guarantee these cultures will be celebrated for many, many years. 

As we celebrate and recognize the 30th Anniversary of the Multicultural Association of 

Wood Buffalo I cannot help but reflect on a personal level my experience moving here in the 

late 1970’s. Although I was born in New Brunswick our family were one of only a handful of 

families of Multicultural backgrounds. I feel proud today to witness the strength, diversity 

and commitment to all cultures in building a stronger community to raise our children and 

contribute to making Wood Buffalo the best place to live.

During the latest Census it was identified that 15% of those living in Wood Buffalo 

immigrated from another country and those numbers keep growing every year. The strength 

of these new Canadians is the values and perspectives they bring to our Region. We all in Wood 

Buffalo are blessed to witness the multitude of Celebrations be it the Filipino Independence 

Day, the Chinese New Year or the contributions from First Nations groups such as the Fort 

McKay dancers and drummers.

All Wood Buffalo citizens regardless of our ethnicity benefit from a strong community 

that Multiculturalism contributes. While these contributions cannot go unnoticed I cannot 

help but speak of the most notable contribution we, as Northern Albertans have contributed 

and that is sharing Old Man Winter with the new comer.

As this is the fall edition I would like to wish all a warm and uneventful fall. If you are new 

to our Region it is a “memorable” time for you and I would encourage you to be prepared for 

what awaits you. While it can be a little bit frightful I encourage each and every one of you 

to seek out activities to do during the winter months and enjoy all that Mother Nature gives 

you. Be it skiing (downhill or cross country), Snowmobiling the back country or our Region 

or just enjoying a skate at a local out-door rink followed by a nice cup of hot chocolate with 

your friends, explore the benefits of winter and time will not stand still. Dress warm for the 

temperature and you can put away your bug spray for a few months.

Embrace your community and I hope to see you around at one of the many different 

cultural events. Please take the time to say hello as I am always interested to hear different 

perspectives on what is best for our community.

  Sincerely,
Tany Tao

Wood Buffalo is the epitome of multiculturalism. Our cultural intersections shape shift 

and enrich us every day, whether recently arrived or have roots that go back several years, 

many generations.

Though we may travel our own cultural corridors, there are an incredible number of 

points of intersection everyday in our city between people of entirely different cultural 

backgrounds.

How do these intersections influence us? What kind of patterns of behavior and lifestyle 

evolve as a result? How do we relate to one another and build 

our sustainable community enriched by each interaction? 

You are invited to be part of  

Confluence by contributing a story, picture or poem about 

your everyday experience of multiculturalism on the streets, in 

workplaces or social events etc. in Wood Buffalo.

Executive Director: Mary Thomas
Program Manager: Jane Barter
Interpretation Unit Manager: Krystell O’Hara
Event and Volunteer Coordinator: Rodas Asres
Administrative Assistant: Siyad Jama
Board of Directors: Sana Elache, Don Grose, 
Vikram Patani, Mindy Thomas, Joy Flett, Sara 
Florez, Kouame Adie, Paul McWilliams, Doug 
Nicholls and Alexandra Tarasenco

 Wildrose MLA, Fort 
McMurray Wood Buffalo

-Tany Tao

Email your contribution  

to Mary Thomas at  

executivedirector@multiculturefm.org  

or call us  
at 780 791 5186
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The cutest little Greek-Canadian danseuse 
Ava Sporidis 

A
va Sporidis is a bright eyed 

enthusiastic girl whose earliest 

memory is when she first started 

skating 16 months earlier than most kids 

would. Ava aspires to be a veterinarian 

when she grows up. Recently, Ava’s 

cat passed away which influenced her 

decision. She describes her parents 

fondly, “My mom makes me healthy 

food everyday and she also takes me 

everywhere – school, dance, skating, 

highland dance – she prepares me for all 

of them – I love my mom very much.  My 

daddy works very hard at work and he 

always kisses me when he comes home; 

but whenever he has a cold, he only kisses 

my cheek.  My greatest influence on me 

are my mommy and daddy.”

Ava describes her parents fondly a 

day in my life looks like most other kids 

today. I get up and go to school, skate or 

dance or maybe both.  Then I complete 

my homework and go to bed for a good 

night’s sleep.  Sometimes, I also have a 

Scottish Highland Dance lessons!

She also remembers her first day of 

school– kindergarten being so much fun! 

Lots of activities and games.  “I love my 

kindergarten teacher Madame Diane I 

still see her every day at school. My 6th 

birthday party was my happiest day so far 

because my friend Abby came and I don’t 

get to see her very often. My favorite book 

is the Olaf book and my favorite movie is 

Rapunzel.  When I landed my loop jump 

in skating I was thrilled and made my 

parents really proud.”

Ava’s mom Jill speaks

Multiculturalism is extremely important 

to Canadian values and culture.  The 

very definition of Canadian culture to 

me means a multitude of ethnicities that 

have come together to form the Canada 

we celebrate today.  I have Irish, Scottish, 

My daddy 
works very hard 
at work and he 
always kisses 
me when he 
comes home; but 
whenever he has 
a cold, he only 
kisses my cheek
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The more I 
learnt about other 
cultures, the more 
I began loving 
life. I made me 
passionate to work 
for humanity and 
make a difference in 
other’s lives.

Multicultural Stories

and English roots; I married a Greek 

immigrant, whose parents came to this 

country looking for a better life.  Ava is 

half Greek and while I work to ensure she 

maintains a deep connection to those 

parts of her heritage, she is Canadian first 

and foremost!  

Ava is an extremely confident girl. 

I believe she represents our region 

with grace and dignity, whether she is 

competing in Scottish Highland Dancing, 

Figure Skating, or with the MacDonald 

Island Dance Academy’s Festival Team.  

This summer, Ava competed in two 

Scottish Highland Games in Scotland, one 

of which was in its 144th year, the Airth 

Highland Games, where she placed third 

in her Flora dance.  

She encourages others to do their very 

best and is always there to cheer others 

on.  Ava is heavily involved in dance and 

figure skating, and enjoys giving back 

to the community through volunteer 

opportunities whenever possible.  She 

attends Ecole Dickensfield School in the 

French immersion program, Grade 2. My 

little half Greek girl competes in Scottish 

highland dancing, and attends a French 

school, very multicultural indeed!  She 

speaks three languages (English, Greek, 

and French, we are so very proud of her!

Fort McMurray has grown significantly 

since we moved here when Ava was only 

5 weeks old in March of 2009, especially 

on the arts and culture side.  We like the 

changes very much, there are so much 

more opportunities for our family here 

now.  We love to walk through the art 

gallery at MacDonald Island; we love that 

our daughter has the opportunity to be 

on competitive teams and to compete in 

individual sport as well. We love that the 

school we have chosen for Ava supports 

multiculturalism and diversity and that 

they are teaching her to be a leader in 

her classroom, at home, and within her 

extracurricular activities.  We are so 

happy to be part of and be invested in this 

community and we are excited to see how 

Fort McMurray will continue to grow and 

prosper in the future! 
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Work spaces

Hierarchy
Basic cultural themes that affect the workplace

S
peech and silence are interpreted 

differently across cultures 

and this knowledge could help 

improve cross-cultural communication. 

Another difference between how people 

communicate across cultures is hierarchy, 

or the level of formalized status in a society 

that you are expected to acknowledge 

and observe. A hierarchical culture has 

obvious expressions of status difference. 

High status people have specific attitudes 

and behaviours with regard to lower status 

people within that culture. In a hierarchical 

culture it is considered appropriate to treat 

people of lower status much differently 

than they would treat high status people, 

giving them direct orders, either explaining 

very little or carefully explaining every 

detail in case they don’t get it right, 

assigning blame, not using polite words in 

their speech with them, and assuming that 

lower status people will do what they are 

told because that is their place in society.  

When people from another culture do 

not observe these expected behaviours, 

people from hierarchical societies feel that 

disrespect has occurred. 

These same expected behaviours in 

hierarchical societies shock people from 

more egalitarian societies who tend to 

have a hidden formal structure and to 

consider respectful tone and language 

necessary for all classes and job titles, 

even though there is still 

the expectation that you 

never disrespect the boss. 

In the physical workplace, 

hierarchical structures are 

clear to the observer. They 

always have the high status 

people in the best offices and 

farther away from the front 

line. High status jobs do not do low status 

jobs. In egalitarian societies, you are also 

expected to do what your manager tells 

you to do, but you may divide certain 

unpleasant jobs between you, could both 

make coffee for clients or have offices that 

show no obvious difference in status.  

An example to show how it looks when 

hierarchical and egalitarian cultural 

expectations collide, is found in Lionel 

Laroche and Caroline Yang’s most 

recent book, Danger and Opportunity: 

Bridging cultural diversity for competitive 

advantage. A pharmacist from the Middle 

East had an intercultural “aha” moment 

after observing a Canadian colleague 

throwing crumpled papers into a full waste 

basket where they continue to bounce 

out. After missing the bin, the Canadian 

pharmacist got up twice and placed the 

paper in the bin. The reason this was 

so significant for the Middle Eastern 

pharmacist was that in his country, he 

would never have gotten up to deal with 

the missed paper ball. He would have 

snapped his fingers to bring one of his 

lower status employees to ask him what 

he needed. At that point, he would have 

instructed his low status employee to 

empty the garbage bin. When the Middle 

Eastern pharmacist saw that in Canada 

this did not happen, he realized there 

were cultural differences between the 

two countries even though he did 

not yet know what they were or 

how to explain them. (In my office 

culture, anyone who sees a full 

garbage can empties it - egalitarian. 

Everyone in the building follows this 

unwritten expectation except one 

of the building owners who is from 

a hierarchical culture. He remarked 

High status 
people have 
specific attitudes 
and behaviours 
with regard to 
lower status people 
within that culture. 
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to me one day that there wasn’t much 

garbage in our office because the bins 

were always empty. When I told him it was 

because we all empty the bins when they 

are half full he said, “Good. Keep it up.”)

People from high hierarchy cultures 

tend to see egalitarian cultures as lacking 

in respect for their managers, elders and 

other people of high status in society. 

People from egalitarian cultures tend to 

see high status cultures as unjust, lacking 

in common courtesy or arrogant. They 

assume that hierarchical cultures will 

automatically want to live in an egalitarian 

way as soon as they see how much better 

it is. In high hierarchy cultures, people think 

that the egalitarians have no manners 

and are purposefully disrespectful to their 

elders and betters. Additionally in most 

hierarchical cultures, education trumps 

experience so the person with the most 

education is of higher status. In most 

egalitarian cultures experience trumps 

education, so the person with the most 

experience (seniority not necessarily 

related to age) is generally the more 

respected one although education certainly 

does matter. Hierarchical societies tend to 

place a lot of emphasis on age, so the older 

you are, the more respect you deserve to 

receive. Hierarchy often also applies to 

gender – men automatically have more 

status than women no matter what their 

education or experience. 

Possible solutions

Just being aware that a 

misunderstanding could be related 

to hierarchy can help both parties be 

more aware of their own reactions, pay 

attention to the reactions of others and 

seek a clarifying question to solve the 

misunderstanding.

Some examples of clarifying questions 

might be:

“It seems my request was not appropriate. 

I hope I did not offend you. What is the 

¬¬____________ protocol here?” 

“Is this task something project managers 

did for engineers at your last company?” 

“What are some of the things you expect a 

good manager to do?” 

“How do managers give directives to their 

teams here?” 

“Back home, how do employees respond 

when their manager tells them to do a 

specific task?”

“What is expected with regard to 

participation in team meetings here?”

“Can you let me know what I did that 

seems to be bothering you and what I can 

do differently?”

Questions like this can diffuse anger 

and tension and help both communicating 

parties to focus on what they can do 

differently. Basically, to begin improving 

workplace cross-cultural communications, 

we have to start paying attention to 

cultural clues and asking positive, open 

ended questions to find out where the 

disconnect took place and fix it. 

Remember that questions that lead to 

clarification of assumptions are:

a.  Positive

b.  Show interest and respect for the other 

party 

c.  Solution-focused 

Finding out where people are “coming 

from” and where you can go next is 

much more productive than focusing on 

hurt feelings that assume bad intent. To 

promote understanding and workplace 

harmony in your diverse team, give the 

clarifying questions strategy a try and see 

what happens!  

In high hierarchy 
cultures, people 
think that the 
egalitarians have 
no manners and 
are purposefully 
disrespectful to their 
elders and betters

Work spaces
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Marie Gervais, PhD, CEO, Shift Management 
http://shiftworkplace.com
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Letters from the community
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I just wanted to extend a big thank you to you and the MCA 
for the great partnership that we have had over my time 
here in Fort McMurray. From the beginning, we were able to 

collaborate and support 
each other in making Fort 
McMurray a great place for 
diversity and inclusion. I 
will always remember the 
partner...ship at the Grand 
Opening of the RBC in 
Stoney Creek which had 
members of the MCA 
braiding kid’s hair. 
Thank you for allowing 

us to support your AGM and Volunteer 
appreciation events by being your hosts at the RBC Stoney 
Creek Village branch. Also want to thank you and the MCA for 
helping new comers to Fort McMurray, and Canada, settle in 
easier and get support where needed.
Thank you for a wonderful 2 years.

Shaun Geurts 
Market Manager, Lloydminster, Macklin, 

Wainwright Markets | Royal Bank of Canada
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Friends across borders

Are Cultural Differences  
REALLY Differences?
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H
oly Trinity Catholic High School Students have 

been best buddies for the last three years and 

each of them belong to a different race. However 

that doesn’t divide them, it adds an element of interest and 

excitement to sharing their traditions, food and culture with 

each other. And when they study and compete, they are 

completely colour blind.
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A message of  Health

Healthy Employees = Healthy Business 
Janine Gray, Public Health Promotion Facilitator

Try a “walking 
meeting” to 
incorporate 
physical activity 
into an otherwise 
sedentary task.

I
t is no secret that the way people feel, 

both physically and mentally, affects 

the way they work. As an employer, you 

can help your bottom line by helping your 

employees be healthier. 

Conditions such as obesity, heart 

disease and diabetes, as well as tobacco 

dependency and stress are huge risk 

factors when it comes to workplace injuries, 

lost time and work limitations.  

Research has shown that workplace 

wellness programs can help 

combat those factors by 

reducing absences, health 

care costs and worker 

compensation claims. They 

can also increase employee 

performance and productivity. 

Wellness programs in the 

workplace have also been 

reported to have a positive 

influence, not only on the physical and 

mental health of workers, but also their 

economic and social wellbeing. All of which 

can be positive for your business.

How can you help your employees stay 

healthy? Here are a few ideas:

à Improve the physical environment of 

your workplace by providing staff with 

ergonomic assessments, fridges for staff 

to keep healthy snacks and lunches in, 

good lighting and sound/air quality. 

à Develop a policy on flex time to help 

workers balance between home and 

work life and encourage employees to 

maintain a work-life balance. 

à Try a “walking meeting” to incorporate 

physical activity into an otherwise 

sedentary task.

à Ensure catered meetings include healthy 

food selections, making the healthy 

choice the easy choice.

à Have health resources on hand to provide 

to employees like smoking cessation, 

healthy eating tips and contact 

information for your local Public Health 

Promotion Facilitator.

The first thing you need to do is some 

research. What do your employees want? It 

is important to get employee buy-in before 

you implement any program. Next, take into 

account the different areas of wellness – 

physical activity, healthy eating and mental 

health to name a few. 

Sometimes making healthy changes 

in one area can have a snowball effect on 

the rest. Once you have the ideas in place 

it is time to create your plan. Make sure 

to include short term and long term goals 

and identify ways to get the job done. 

Remember to evaluate your efforts to see 

where changes are being made.    
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For more information on developing a Wellness Program for your workplace,  
contact Heath Link at 8-1-1 or visit myhealth.alberta.ca. 
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My favourite  Cultural Dish

Siyad Jama from Somalia loves 
Malabar Chicken Biriyani  

DIRECTIONS

à  Mix together yogurt, coriander leaves, mint leaves, curry leaves, cumin seeds, coriander 

seed powder, aniseed powder, green chillies, garlic, ginger, turmeric powder, lime juice 

and poppy seed paste and marinate the chicken in it. Keep aside for 1/2 an hour.

à	Heat clarified butter or ghee in a pan.

à	Add cinnamon, bay leaf, cardamom seeds, curry leaves and cloves.

à	Add onions and sauté, till they turn translucent.

à	Add washed and cleaned rice. Add enough salt.

à	Cook, till rice turns translucent.

à	Add water and allow it to boil.

à	When the water comes to a boil, lower the flame and cover the pan.

à	Cook on low flame for at least 15 minutes, after which the rice would be done.

à	Heat clarified butter or ghee in a pan.

à	Add cinnamon, bay leaf, cardamom seeds, nutmeg and cloves.

à	Add onions and sauté till brown.

à	Add tomatoes and sauté.

à	Add marinated chicken.

à	Cover the pan and cook for at least 5 minutes on a medium flame.

à	Remove the cover and cook on low flame for another 10 minutes to allow gravy to 

thicken.

à	Layer the serving bowl with alternating layers of rice and the chicken masala.

à	Garnish the top with a boiled egg cut in four pieces, roasted cashews and raisins.

à	Enjoy the chicken biryani with raita and papad.  

INgREDIENTS 

Broken rice  

250 gm

Water  

1/2 litre

FOR BIRyANI MASAlA:

Clarified butter  

2 tbsp.

Cinnamon  

5-6 pieces

Bay leaf  

1 no

Cloves  

4 -5 no’s

Cardamom seeds  

4 -5 no’s

Nutmeg  

1 no

Onions  

100 gm

Tomato (medium)  

1 no (cut into 4 pieces)

For garnishing 

boiled eggs, fried onions, cashews 

and raisins
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Hate Crimes 
Literally Speaking

Confluence
I climb the stairs under the eaves away from 
the pollution of light, to an ill-fitting river 
considered better than a lake because it carries 
this weightless cargo to you: the Evening Star rather 
than the Morning Star because it is more romantic, 
though they are one and the same and just as far.

The scratch of light straightens itself,
a gossamer strand, a crack in the pane of glass 
through everything living; a particle flick
and feather, the wisp and whistle again and again 
over arm against the swelling green and stone, 
the kingfisher blue-flame, the fluorescent willow.
Salmon ape dolphins, swallows become flying-fish, 

midges are sea-spray, and the prehistoric dragonflies, 
like neon sticks, embers of ether, tease
a flurry of waves corralled and coerced by the wind 
let loose from the wind-farm used for harvesting 
the storms crashing down from the sun.

The folds of the wake undercut the exposed bank, 
the soft guts, those floodplain meanders where all 
waters meet and swallow each other, take a breath 
and go under to feed the sediment. There are limits, 
channels, sign-posts; two rivers with one name, 
one body, as long as it takes to get to the ocean.

- Howard Wright

Hate crimes are too cute of a name,
It’s should be “crimes against humanity” or “humanity’s 
ultimate shame”.
Listen well,
For I have a story to tell.
God says to LOVE everyone,
No hate towards anyone.
However we see Christians say gay marriages are sins,
Hating on anyone who’s different.
The bible was supposed to educate about love,
A word of peace and advice from the man above.
All those people mentioned had their own sins,
Each the same yet different.
However a true Christian would show nothing but love,
For it is HIS word, the man with the angels from above.
When those responsible for inflicting pain upon those 
who are different,
I can’t wait for their reaction.
Because he will look down upon them and punish them 
for being tormentors,
Not his loyal followers.
Then there are those who aren’t Christian,
Those who just don’t like anyone who’s different.
You all know who you are,
Your crimes against humanity are like deep tissue scars.
You hate on someone who has different colored skin,
You hate on them for all they’ve been.
You say they only take jobs and breathe our air,
Even though you know it’s unfair.
It’s not them you should be blaming for this, 
Blame the government.
They were born that way,

They didn’t have a say.
All those who’ve blamed others due to their skin color is 
a MORON!
Your entire mindset should be gone.
“These Mexicans are taking our jobs”,
No they are not.
They’re doing what you would do,
Work even though it’s hard and new.
You shouldn’t blame a certain race because you’re so 
insignificant and unable to work,
You would do the same if you were in the same situation 
as him or her.
“We need to stop these illegals from coming in”,
I get it but don’t punish the person.
They work hard, it’s not their fault that they want the 
American dream,
Even though it is only a dream.
Instead of hating on humanity,
Why don’t you do something for everybody?
Stop being a vile idiot,
Do something that’s worth it.
It’s time for us to stop blaming others,
We are in charge of our destinies to make it better.
Stop with the prejudices,
Stop with the injustices.
Stop the hate,
Deal with the problems that are to blame.
This isn’t a fantasy,
This is reality!
Now shut up and quit your hate,
You’re in charge of your own fate.

- Cassandra Garate
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 Activities

1. Fort McKay Northwind 
Dancers and Drummers

2. Aaron duff from InMotion

3. Jamie Gardner

4. BIBAK Organization of 
Fort McMurray

5. Divine Group of India

6. MCA STAFF

7. Day 2 Performers

1 2 3

4

6

7
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The World Meets in Wood buffalo
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Please register on  
www.multiculturefm.org/programs

Creative Design by: 
Amar Deshmukh

www.twitter.com/MCA4WB

www.facebook.com/MulticulturalAssociationOfWoodBuffalo

 Activities
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UpcOMINg EVENtS

cRI Anniversary party  
November 7, 6:00 - 8:00 pm,  
YMCA Eagle Ridge

Yemeni cookery  
November 21, 10:00 - 1:00pm,  
Ecole McTavish

Stakeholder Engagement Meeting 
November 19, 6pm-8pm
MCA Office Board Room

Human Rights Day – Youth Rights 
December 10, 8:30am - 3:30pm
TBA

1. Bangladeshi Society 
of Wood Buffalo

2. Congolese Community Association

3. Fort McMurray Chinese 
Canadian Cultural Society

4.  Bindu

5. Emberglow ensemble

6. Closing show

7. Filipino Canadian Association 
of Fort McMurray

1 2

6

543

6
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The World Meets in Wood buffalo
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